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NAME OF THE NGO:SGBS Trust
NGO ID:956
Transaction Id DO Name
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TRNContribute to a fund to
0004466233/TD- reimburse the annual
0004747241
scholarship of a poor student

Vishal P

Success

12-Jan-2016

Ravikumar

TRNContribute to a fund to
0005058581/TD- reimburse the annual
0005436205
scholarship of a poor student

Akash B

Success

12-Jan-2016

TRNEnsure a job for a poor youth Harish kumar
0005235864/TD- by reimbursing half the costs of
0005639025
vocational training in an area of
hisher interest

Success

12-Jan-2016

TRNEnsure a job for a poor youth Thippeswamy
0005239928/TD- by reimbursing half the costs of P R
0005644001
vocational training in an area of
hisher interest

Success

12-Jan-2016

TRNEnsure a job for a poor youth Lingaraju
0005240341/TD- by reimbursing half the costs of
0005644432
vocational training in an area of
hisher interest

Success

12-Jan-2016

TRNEnsure a job for a poor youth Kamala
0005307033/TD- by reimbursing half the costs of
0005719097
vocational training in an area of
hisher interest

Success

12-Jan-2016

TRNEnsure a job for a poor youth Raman and
0005232418/TD- by reimbursing half the costs of Lakshmanan
0005635279
vocational training in an area of
hisher interest

Success

12-Jan-2016

TRNSponsor one week hostel rent
0004752711/TD- for students undergoing
0005085375
vocational training at Unnati

Anil L Shiddoji, Success
Avinash,

12-Jan-2016

TRNSponsor one week hostel rent
0004752711/TD- for students undergoing
0005085375
vocational training at Unnati

Basavanagoud Success
a

12-Jan-2016

TRNSponsor one week hostel rent
0004752711/TD- for students undergoing
0005085375
vocational training at Unnati

Basavaraj

12-Jan-2016

Vishals father is a flower vendor
and Vishal is going to Swamy
Vivekananda school which is
near to his house.They got a
cheque of 2000 in school name
and students name written on
the back side of cheque.They
gave it to school and paid the
remaining amount to the school.
Akash is going to Christ king
school in Dodda Banasawadi.
His father is a tailor. They paid
the fee and submitted the
receipt to SGBS Trust and they
got a cheque of Rs. 2000 as
reimbursement.
Harish Kumar is working in
Country Inn & Suites by Carlson
but hotel authority refused to
give permission to meet him
when I visited the hotel. I spoke
to his manager who confirmed
that Harish did vocational
training at Unnati during the
period mentioned in feedback
report and was selected here
through placement.
Thippeswamy P R was placed
in Country Inn & Suites by
Carlson but he didn’t join. He
went back to his hometown and
right now he is not working. I
have confirmed this through
phone call to Thippeswamy.
Lingaraju was placed in Country
Inn & Suites by Carlson hotel
but he left the job and right now
he is doing some small
business in his hometown. He
prefers to be on his own rather
than doing a job.
Kamala was working in
CountryInn & Suites by Carlson
hotel,but she has been removed
from work because she use to
take leave from work very often
and she was not regular to her
work. The hotel confirmed
selecting her through placement
at SGBS Trust after her
vocational trainng.
Raman and Lakshmanan both
are brothers both of them
attended the training in SGBS
Trust and right now working in a
granitie company in night shift.
They got the training free of
cost.
Anil attended the training in
Unnati and he stayed in
hostel.He has not payed any
fee for hostel. He was working
in Chennai but he came back to
hometown when flood started in
chennai and now he has not
gone back.
Right now Avinash is not
working because he is running
his own medical shop in his
home town. He has attended
the Unnati training and stayed
in hostel during this period.He
has not payed any fee for the
hostel fee during his stay in
hostel.
Got this confirmed over phone
with them.
Basavanagouda is working in
LANDMARK insurance. He has
attended the tally and computer
course and he has payed
3000RS for the certification,but
he has not payed any fee for
the training ,hostel and food
which were free of cost.
Basavaraj has attended the
computer and spoken english
training. He has not paid any
fee for hostel. He is working in
TCS customer support

Success
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Ravikumar

